
Men's ski jacket FUNDANGO-Orion Padded Jacket-520-lime

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
S 803733 5996428500770 1 ks
M 803734 5996428500787 3 ks
L 803735 5996428500794 3+
XL 803736 5996428500800 3+
XXL 803737 5996428500817 1 ks

Suggested retail price: 189.99 € s DPH

Description

Men's jacket by Fundango brand.  The men's ski windbreaker has trendy stitching and a distinctive solid color
design. It was made with seamless stitching and you can wear it with maximum satisfaction even on the coldest
winter days. Its sporty cut ensures complete freedom of movement and also allows layering of technical clothing.
The men's ski jacket has a Dripex waterproof membrane with a water column of 5,000mm and breathability of
5,000g/m2/24h. Thanks to the strong lime color, you will be easily recognizable on the slopes.

The men's winter jacket fastens with a zipper, which is finished at the top with a chin guard against irritation. The
high collar and built-in adjustable hood are a guarantee of protection against the cold and wind. Warm filling made
of synthetic fibers ensures warmth in any weather. The quilted jacket has sleeves with adjustable cuffs with Velcro
fasteners. Inner cuffs with thumb holes provide protection from the cold and keep the sleeves in place. The
ventilation openings on the zipper in the armpits are also an advantage.

You can find practical pockets on the jacket for the winter on the sides, on the chest and on the sleeves. The zippers
used are waterproof, so they will provide protection even in torrential rains. Inside the jacket, in addition to the
pocket, you will also find a practical snow belt for snaps. The sports jacket will please men who love an active
lifestyle even in winter.

Product details:

men's ski jacket
modern design with seamless stitching
sporty cut ensures freedom of movement
Dripex membrane
breathable and windproof
zip closure with chin protection
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built-in and adjustable hood
high collar
warm synthetic filling
sleeves finished with adjustable Velcro cuffs
inner cuffs with thumb holes
underarm vents
side pockets with zipper
breast pocket with zipper
sleeve pocket
inner pocket
waterproof zippers
snow belt with snaps
water resistance: 5,000mm
breathability: 5,000g/m2/24h
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